“FRIENDS OF LABOR” HAVE GOOD FORGETTERS AFTER ELECTION
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PRICE ONE CENT

WORKING WARS—CAST HEAVY VOTE

Pullman, Deering and South Chicago Palling Places Crowded.

There will be a Grand Ball and Men Meeting at Brandt Hall tonight, some one is said to be preparing for keeping up the Chicago Daily Socialist.

Every man should telephone his report to the Socialist editor, and then come in person.

Remember, inside Chicago, send in your subscription to the Socialist, or to the National Headquarters Society, Park.

Hastiness was more than ever than was the working in order to visit the park before going to work. Throughout the South State district, yet in Chicago and Penn, long lured of men with close knowledge of the band were steadily at the polling places as were the judges and watchers of the district.

If this early activity means anything it seems that a heavy Sunday vote will be cast for the Socialist from which some of whom are said to be voting for the Socialist and the other by the Socialist for the Socialist.

The lower labor men suggest that the Socialist is a kind of social club in Chicago and Penn, long lured of people work in the Socialist and the other by the Socialist for the Socialist.
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AN EYE FOR AN EYE
By C. S. Darrow

The Story of a Condemned Man's Last Night on Earth.

Jim Jackson, condemned to death, killing his wife, seeking for fellow worker to whom he gave "some ink", the story of his final moments, the hangman, the piller, and the hardships of his life under the capitalist system of society. They quarreled constantly and frequently, often with a strong argument at the end. Jim Jackson was found guilty. His wife was found guilty. They were sentenced to death, and were to be executed at the same time.

"WISCONSIN VOTE
WILL DOUBBLE"

Seven or Eight Assemblymen Secure Good Show for Communist Causes in 1936 County Ticket

"Socialism will not work without cooperation. It will not work without skill. It will not work without hard work. It will not work without struggle. It will not work without courage. It will not work without sacrifice. It will not work without the support of the working class and the working class alone."

"SOLIDARITY OF WORKINGMEN DEMANDS RECOGNITION
FAIR HAT $3"

Mid-Winter Sales
Quality the Best
S. W. Cor. Madison and La Salle Sts.

"SOCIALLY JUST"

COOK COUNTY HEADQUARTERS
163 RANDOLPH ST.

CHAS. L. BRECKEN, Secretary

If you are at all interested in the Socialist Party Organization, you are in a position to help, and in a position to become a member.

COUNTY CENTRAL COMMITTEE Meets Every Second Sunday Each Month at 55 N. Clark St.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE Meets Every Monday at Headquarters

Find your place in this organization and become identified with the greatest movement in the history of the human family.

THE BITTER SYY OF THE CHILDREN
"IN THREE SENSES AND CONSIDERED"

THE CALL OF THE WILD
By Jack London

THE SENSIBLE IDIOT
A BEAUTIFUL MELODRAMA

IN THREE ACTS AND CONSIDERED

CHICAGO SOCIALIST
163 E. Randolph St., Chicago, Illinois

PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS AND MAKE THE DAILY PERMANENT.

PRINTING
The Outlook

The socialistic vote of the United States will exceed the phenomenal total vote of 1906. Again.